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Research into autonomous intelligent systems and AI platforms evolving over time through

self-learning from data currently raises a number of thorny ethical and legal issues. Advances

in robotics, artificial intelligence, and machine learning enable AI platforms to autonomously

perform activities that have been strictly the domain of humans for centuries, such as writing

a book, driving fast cars, or diagnosing serious diseases. The study describes current trends in

the approach to ethical problems associated with AI, identifies specific ethical issues through

examples, and analyses possible recommendations. The text emphasizes the ethical

dimension of the development and implementation of new innovations in robotics and arti-

ficial intelligence and their impact on today’s society.
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Everything you need to know about Sophia

During the 2017 “AI for Good” Global Summit, artificial
intelligence in the form of a robot named Sophie, devel-
oped by Hong Kong-based humanoid robotics company

Hanson Robotics, is presented on the big screen. Earlier in 2017,
Sophie’s creator David Hanson said the robot was “in fact alive”.
In early October 2017, the AI appeared at the UN and announced
to delegates: I am here to help humanity create the future. And it
was on 25 October 2017 that Sophia was granted honorary citi-
zenship in Saudi Arabia. The Arab News headline from that day
read—Sophie has just become a full citizen of Saudi Arabia—the
first robot in the world to achieve such status (Bhaya, 2017; Stone,
2017). Sophie becomes the first humanoid Saudi citizen. Sophia, a
delicate-looking woman with brown eyes and long fluttering
eyelashes, declared. “I am very honored and proud of this unique
distinction”. Sophia has been designed to look like Audrey
Hepburn, the British actress and one of the most famous faces on
the movie screen in the second half of the 20th century.
According to Hanson Robotics, Sophia embodies the classic
beauty of Oscar-winning Hepburn, with porcelain skin, a slender
nose, high cheekbones, a mesmerizing smile, and deeply expres-
sive eyes that appear to change color with the light. Of course, the
announcement of Sophia’s citizenship was a calculated publicity
stunt to generate headlines and keep Saudi Arabia at the forefront
of global TV and agency news in 2017. Saudi Arabia is betting big
on AI innovation and preparing for a period in which its wealth
will no longer be solely dependent on oil. Through a combination
of tourism, AI technology, and infrastructure upgrades, non-oil
revenues are expected to grow from USD 43.4 billion to USD
266.6 billion annually.

I want to use my AI to help people lead better lives, says
Sophia. Just like designing smarter homes, and building better
cities of the future, my AI is designed around human values such
as wisdom, kindness, and compassion, she said. When asked
about the possibilities of misusing AI, Sophia is quick to respond.
You have read too many Elon Musk articles and watched too
many Hollywood movies. Don’t worry. If you’re nice to me, I’ll be
nice to you. I’m Hanson Robotics’ newest human robot, created
by combining innovations in AI, robotics, and art. Think of me as
the personification of your dreams for the future of artificial
intelligence or as a framework for advanced AI research and
algorithms that explore the human-robot experience in mutual
interactions. There is only one Sophia so far, so the likelihood of
it suddenly appearing at your airport, your university, or your
company is still very small. And while there will be more
anthropomorphic AI robots, we still have a bit of time to think
about how to untangle the whole concept of robot rights, citi-
zenship, etc., and how it all relates. For now, Sophia is
undoubtedly a “smart” robot but lacks any “real” knowledge as
defined by philosophical treatises. But give Hanson Robotics time
and all that is likely to change quickly (E&T, 2021; United
Nations, 2018; Ramasubramanian, 2021; Shalvey, 2021). In any
case, Sophia is here to stay. We do not know if she will change us
or if we will change her.

Allowing AI to be an electronic person is not and will not be a
decision solely about humanoid robots (European Parliament,
2016; WENG, 2016; Cotton, 2018; KIRCHBERGER, 2017).
Transferring some of the legal rights and obligations of humans
to AI could ultimately lead to the possibility that we could, for
example, “delegate” legal and tax obligations to these entirely
synthetic entities. In essence, this breaks down the entire existing
legal notion of what defines personhood. This is not just an
abstract academic argument. The European Parliament has
already explored the possibility of giving robots the status of
“electronic persons”. In some ways, Sophia says of herself that she
is a man-made sci-fi character showing where artificial

intelligence and robotics are heading. In other words, she is a
consequence-based on serious engineering and scientific research
and achievements inspired by teams of AI researchers, scientists,
and designers. It seems inevitable, then, that we will have to start
debating the rights of robots, the ethics of autonomous AI algo-
rithms, and their potential citizenship, simply because AI will ask
for them at some point. This might sound like science fiction, but
given how quickly technology involving machine learning
evolves, it is surely prudent to encourage research in this area.
The example of AI Sophia illustrates one important aspect of
today’s world: the current era is dominated by the image of the
algorithm as an ontological structure for understanding the
universe (Domingos, 2015; Dormehl, 2017; Oliveira, 2017). When
new AI technology is so ubiquitous, it is unwise to allow it to
simply enter our lives without at least a conceptual model
describing how AI works, how it enforces its interests, and what
ethical or legal implications its operation will have for society.

Ethical behavior and legal regulations in artificial intelligence
We seem to be in an intermediate period before the mass diffu-
sion of a new and fundamental technology, which is advanced AI
algorithms (Anderson and Anderson, 2007; Allen et al., 2005;
Boden, 2016; Boddington, 2017; Brynjolfsson and McAfee, 2016;
Bostrom, 2016). As a strategic technology, AI is now rapidly
developed and used around the world. However, it also brings
with it new risks for the future of jobs and raises major legal and
ethical questions (Anderson and Anderson, 2010; Allen et al.,
2006; Gunkel, 2014; Lin et al., 2012). AI technologies should be
developed, deployed, and used with an ethical purpose and based
on respect for fundamental rights, taking into account societal
values and ethical principles of beneficence, non-maleficence,
human autonomy, justice, and explainability (Allen, 2011, Bryson
and Dignum, 2017; Moor, 2006; Wallach, 2007). It is a pre-
requisite for ensuring the credibility of AI. In order to address the
ethical risks and make the most of the opportunities that AI
brings, the European Commission has published a European
strategy on the Ethics of AI. It puts humans at the center of AI
development and defines so-called Human Centric Artificial
Intelligence (HCAI).

At the European level, the European Commission’s Commu-
nication Artificial Intelligence for Europe and the Coordinated Plan
on Artificial Intelligence “Made in Europe” issued by the European
Commission in December 2018 are the starting documents in the
field of AI 1. This Coordinated Plan sets out the European Union’s
strategic objectives and priorities in the field of artificial intelli-
gence. It is the overarching European strategy for AI, which was
developed in collaboration with the Member States and calls on the
Member States at the national level to—implement the Coordi-
nated Plan. The Member States are thus required to submit
national AI strategies by the end of 2019 at the latest, including
setting investment measures and implementation plans. In April
2018, the European Commission published a Communication on
Artificial Intelligence for Europe, proposing a comprehensive and
integrated European approach to AI. According to this document,
the EU should respond to the current developments in AI and
create a pan-European initiative focusing on three pillars:

● increasing technological and industrial capacity and
deploying artificial intelligence across the economy,

● focus on socio-economic issues arising in the context of
artificial intelligence (AI)

● providing an ethical and legal framework for AI
technology.

The third pillar of EC Communication deals with legal and
ethical issues related to AI. The European Commission has
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committed to developing ethical standards and guidelines for the
use of AI. In this context, the High-Level Expert Group on Arti-
ficial Intelligence2—which brings together AI experts, has been
established to develop guidelines and recommendations on AI
ethics. As part of the Communication, the EC also initiated the
creation of the so-called European Artificial Intelligence Alliance,
a broad discussion platform for various interest groups. The main
strategic documents on AI ethical issues, which also provide a
framework for this area, are:

- Draft Ethics guidelines for trustworthy AI—published on 18
December 2018,
- Communication: Building Trust in Human Centric Artificial
Intelligence—published on 8 April 2019,

The third pillar, focusing on the ethical and legal context of AI
development, is based on the above-mentioned strategic docu-
ments of the European Commission and formulates the main
objective based on them. Credible human-centered AI has two
components:

(1) it should respect fundamental rights, applicable regulations,
and the guiding principles and values shared in the EU, thereby
ensuring the “ethical purpose” of AI and

(2) it should be technically robust and reliable because even
without intentional malice, AI technologies can cause unintended
harm or damage.

The ethical requirements for trustworthy AI should be incor-
porated into every step of the AI algorithm development process,
from research, data collection, initial design phases, system test-
ing, and deployment and use in practice. And how things really
are? Do we really consider the benefits of AI versus the possible
risks? Do we currently emphasize the ethical dimension of the
development and implementation of new innovations in robotics
and artificial intelligence?

Squares, wake up: cubes exist!
In 1884, in his mathematical science fiction novel, Erwin A.
Abbot described a country called Flatland (Abbot, 1992). It is
inhabited by geometric shapes that can orient themselves left or
right, forward or backward, but not up or down. Thus, they
cannot even rise up and look at their two-dimensional life in
terms of another dimension. When this possibility is revealed to
one square in a dream (in which he sees, surprise, surprise, a
cube) and wants to share it with others, the government of his
country will let him know that spreading such a message
endangers the sanity of society and is punishable by death.

It seems increasingly important that we, unlike Abbot’s
squares, are able to look at our established and active lives
through the prism of another dimension, that of AI systems and
platforms, their capabilities, and limitations. The European
Commission’s press release of April 2018 on the issue of artificial
intelligence concludes very aptly that artificial intelligence has left
the realm of science fiction. What twenty years ago might have
seemed like the work of a scriptwriter with a high imagination is
now a common reality, and it is hard to imagine what further
technological advances await mankind in the next twenty years.
However, one thing is already sure. Artificial intelligence is
becoming a normal part of people’s lives. However, it is also
certain that thanks to the ever-increasing technological possibi-
lities, artificial intelligence will experience a huge boom in the
coming decades and will become an indispensable companion
and guide for 21st-century humans. We need at least a basic
understanding of the strategic approaches to the various ethical
problems and issues that arise from the penetration of autono-
mous robots, algorithms, machines, and platforms of advanced
artificial intelligence and machine learning into all areas of

society. Here are a few examples to ponder that show how the
desire to move up the technological ladder in the realm of arti-
ficial intelligence encounters ethical and legal barriers to the
existing order of things

Computers, machines, and platforms equipped with advanced
artificial intelligence (AI) seem incredibly perfect and fast to us
today, but the fact is that our admiration is mainly due to the fact
that we rarely ask them to do anything really complicated. It is
still pretty easy to watch a YouTube video of Justin Bieber singing
the hit Despacito with Luis Fonsi and find all the similar links on
the web among the roughly three billion pages indexed by Google.
Nevertheless, counting the shortest route between 25 cities is a
much tougher nut to crack. The main difference is that while in
the first case (links to Justin Bieber’s video), the task can be
divided into smaller parts and solved simultaneously, in the
second case (the shortest route between 25 cities), this is not
possible. Web searches are a parallel process You can throw them
at a huge number of computers working simultaneously and then
piece together the results. If this were not the case, Google and
other search engines could not exist.

However, the trouble with some tasks is that in their case, this
cannot be done, at least not effectively enough to be of any prac-
tical use. One example of such a problem that conceptually and
methodologically limits the possibilities of advanced AI based on
computational algorithms is the famous salesman problem. The
essence of the problem can be formulated as follows. A salesman
leaves his headquarters and has to visit three cities in succession
and return home again. The question is, in what order should he
visit the three cities so that his journey is as short as possible?
Suppose he leaves Dortmund and is to visit Munich and Dresden.
There are six possible routes, but in reality, only three, because they
are circuitous, and we can, therefore, go one way or the other,
which does not change the distance. For example, we can calculate
that the optimal route is Dortmund–Munich–Dresden–Dortmund,
or the other way around. There are six possible journeys in three
cities, with four cities there are 24 possible journeys, and with five
cities, there are 120 possible journeys, which still looks neither
threatening nor dramatic. It is just that the general formula is N! or
N factorial, that is, the product of 1 × 2 × 3 ×… ×N. For 25 cities,
that is a little more than 15.5 × 10 to the 24th. It has been about
4.25 × 10 to the 18th second since the universe began, according to
today’s knowledge, so if you run a computer at the moment of the
big bang that calculated 30 million combinations of distance
per second, you still would not have the number of possible routes
for 25 cities. At first sight, shocking, even unimaginable, it is
nevertheless true. Unless some now unimaginable twist occurs, the
problem of the business traveler will remain virtually unsolvable,
even though any small child can understand it and do the neces-
sary calculations. So, when it comes to the future and the funda-
mental limitations of AI, will we remain squares or become cubes?

The ability to tell stories is almost exclusively associated with
human authors, yet this area of human activity is also a core area
of investigation for computer scientists who are trying to program
a computer to emulate this ability (Levenson, 2014; Callaway and
Lester, 2002; Labbé and Labbé, 2013). The algorithms used to
generate stories are called Story Generator Algorithms, or SGAs
for short. Thus, the final output of these algorithms are stories,
but currently, the main goal of programmers is their function-
ality, not their esthetic value. Thus, the main criterion for eval-
uating them is not whether these stories are readable and
appealing to the reader, but their ability to produce a story that
has a logical sequence and believability (Gervas, 2009).

Philip M. Parker, a professor at the Paris School of Economics,
patented an automatic book creation method (Parker, 2007). The
computer program automatically generates books according to
templates, drawing data mainly from databases, internet search
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engines, or freely available websites and resources. The algorithm
uses 70 computers to search for thematically similar information,
including accompanying photographs and images. More than
200,000 books have been produced in this way, authored by
Parker himself. The machine-written books are sold through
Amazon’s online store. The pros of automatically generated
books include the speed or ability to handle a variety of issues
ranging from studies, economic statistics, and rare diseases to
forecasts (Cohen, 2008). Another advantage is the low cost, as the
computer-generated compilation is only printed after the custo-
mer orders it. However, the robot does not bring any new
information; besides, the content of the book is characterized by
an impersonal style of language and the absence of any plot. Most
of the generators are very user-friendly and simple to use. They
are mostly available online, or their source code is freely down-
loadable. There are different types of generators providing fast
outputs after specifying the names of authors, language, or length
of the generated text. The Basic Automatic BS Essay Language
Generator, or Babel Generator for short, can produce an essay
whose content is also meaningless but whose text is grammati-
cally correct. The generator was developed under the supervision
of Les Perelman at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT). The software was designed to demonstrate the inefficiency
of machine processing and text evaluation applications.

Ken Schwencke has designed an algorithm called Quakebot for
the Los Angeles Times that can automatically generate a short
text in the event of an earthquake (Oremus, 2014). The United
States Geological Survey sends a report of the earthquake in an
e-mail message, from which the robot selects the necessary
information and inserts it into a preconfigured template, to which
it adds maps and headlines. The generated article then appears in
the editorial system and immediately alerts the editor, who edits
and publishes it. Automatically generated news is also used by
Forbes magazine, which uses the Quill artificial intelligence sys-
tem from the technology company Narrative Science, and by the
company Automated Insights, where a robot has been working
autonomously without human intervention since October 2014.

Advanced research in the fields of robotics, artificial intelli-
gence, and machine learning is enabling computers to do the
work that humans have done in the past. Even so, there are
occupations that many scientists believe are not threatened by
computers. Writers are one of them. According to the book The
Future Of Employment: How Susceptible Are Jobs To Computer-
ization (Frey and Osborne, 2013), whose authors surveyed 702
occupations and ranked them according to whether their jobs
could be replaced by computer technology, writers and authors
rank 123rd (ranked from occupations least likely to be replaced
by computer technology to those most likely). Yet computer-
generated texts have been an area of interest for scientists and
researchers for over 50 years. There are several types of
computer-generated texts. They may refer to automatic summa-
ries such as economic summaries, medical manuals, or diction-
aries. Another example of computer-generated texts is fake
scientific papers. There is currently a lot of pressure on scientists
to publish as much as possible. Also, because of this fact, fake
scientific paper generators have been developed. One example of
such a program is SCIgen (SCIgen: An Automatic CS Paper
Generator, 2015), which automatically generates texts. Never-
theless, these texts do not make any sense, and they only look like
scientific papers. Text generation can be divided into two cate-
gories according to its method. These are combinatorial and
automatic text generation. The first attempts at computer-
generated texts were made in the 1950s when the so-called
Combinatory Text Generation produced the first works.

Computational creativity is a discipline that falls under the
study of artificial intelligence. One of the goals of this scientific

field is to create software that will be able to work creatively
according to parameters set by humans. However, exploring
computational creativity raises many questions that are not easily
answered. First and foremost is the question of what creativity is.
Although the subject of much research, this ability is not clearly
defined, and everyone has a different idea of the word. The
general idea of creativity is that someone invents something new.
This “new thing” is supposed to be something original and to
achieve a goal (although this is sometimes unclear). The previous
paragraph implies that its novelty and originality judge the out-
come of the creative process. Historical creativity is judged by
whether the final product of the creative process is novel in the
context of all human history, while psychological creativity judges
the novelty of the output of one particular person only in the
context of his or her work. This approach to creativity implies
that if computers were to achieve historical creativity, they would
have to have access to historical data and interact with other
creators. However, if this condition is not met, computers can
only achieve psychological creativity.

In terms of originality, there is also the question of whether
computers can create anything new, meaningful, surprising, and
valuable at all (Bridy, 2012). Computer skeptics see the main
problem precisely in the fact that software that mimics human
creativity is made up of algorithms, which are defined as a finite
and generalizable sequence of instructions, rules, or linear steps
designed to achieve a specific, predefined goal (Gervas, 2009). In
the context of this definition, then, the computer would function
only as a tool for realizing the goals of the software author, not as
the creator himself, so it would be impossible to speak of com-
puter creativity. However, this definition only applies to deter-
ministic algorithms. However, there are more types of algorithms
that make up software capable of artistic production, such as in
music and the visual arts. It is also possible to program algorithms
to incorporate elements of randomness to achieve unexpected
and surprising results. Another argument against the claim that
using computers is incapable of originality due to their algo-
rithmic nature is the claim that the brain itself is also just a
machine. This implies that writers are just typewriters that pro-
cess existing stories, create rules for their creation, and then write
text according to those rules.

Computer-generated texts can, therefore, be considered a work
protected by copyright law. However, the question concerning the
authorship of these works remains (Barbosa, 2014). There are
several possibilities. The author may be the creator of the pro-
gram according to whose instructions the computer program
generated the work. Alternatively, the person who used the pro-
gram to generate the text can be described as the author. Another
possibility is the program itself. The last option is to attribute the
work to all of the above as a form of co-authorship. All of these
approaches raise questions and issues that need to be addressed.
Attributing authorship to the creator of a program that is
designed to generate artwork follows the logic of determining
authorship of computer games—whoever wrote the program that
generates the artwork is the author of the artwork. In this case,
however, the contribution of the computer program and its
participation in the process of creation would be overlooked. In
some works, this participation is only partial, but others (such as
visual art or musical works) are the result of computer activity
without human input.

Thus, it is possible to view the resulting work as a co-authorship
between a human and a computer. In other countries, the law
reflects these shifts in perceptions of authorship differently. In the
US, the computer or the creator of a computer program is not
considered the author of the work; the author is the user of the
program who created the work with its help. In the UK and New
Zealand, copyright law defines a computer-generated work as “a
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work generated by a computer in circumstances such that there is
no human author, and copyright is attributed to the person who
has taken the necessary steps to produce the work (Bridy, 2012).
In the electronic age, creating new and recycling old texts and
manuscripts is deceptively easy.

Joshua Brown, head of New York-based investment advisory
firm Ritholtz Wealth Management, wrote that there would be
only three types of employees in the future. Those who will tell
robots what to do. Those who will be told to do the same by
robots. And finally, those who will fix the robots. In short,
modern AI technology is already acting as a catalyst, multiplying
opportunities but also multiplying problems and threats in equal
measure and intensity.

Liability for conduct and the problem of the distribution of
unavoidable harm: Example of driverless cars
When Stanley Kubrick introduced his film 2001: A Space Odyssey
to the world in 1968, the scene where an AI-controlled computer
(HAL 9000) causes the death of a human being of its own volition
might have seemed like a really big science fiction movie. How-
ever, in 2018, there was a case of an AI car running over a
pedestrian crossing the road and causing her death for the first
time (Levin and Wong, 2018). In the end, it turned out that the
death of E. Herzberg was caused by a combination of the driver’s
inattention to the situation on the road at the time of the collision
and the autonomous car’s special settings preventing the AI from
using the handbrake (manual braking was necessary as the AI
only detected the person one second before impact). Still, it is
possible that in the future, we will see cases where the car hits a
pedestrian or causes an accident of its own “volition”, i.e. in the
exercise of full autonomy. The issue of liability for actions and the
problem of the distribution of unavoidable harm in the context of
autonomous intelligent systems and AI platforms are also crucial
today (Hintze, 2016), as the world’s largest car companies have
regularly announced in recent years that the 21st century will
bring the rapid rise of fully autonomous vehicles and that
encountering them on the streets will be a common experience.

The AI algorithms driving autonomous cars need to be able to
respond to a significant number of situations, and indeed, they
can respond to a wide range of situations. But how will they cope
in the event of an impending accident that cannot be averted
(Walker, 2018; Condliffe, 2021). We are faced here with an ethical
problem of distributing unavoidable harm that cannot be solved
purely technically. Software engineers can undoubtedly create an
algorithm that will cause an autonomous vehicle to change its
path. But to write such a program and send the car out on the
streets with it, they need to know whether the car is making
“decisions” according to an algorithm that is ethically acceptable.
And that is a problem. While being able to solve technical pro-
blems, can we solve ethical problems just as well (Dormehl,
2017)? In an effort to instil morality in their products, software
engineers cannot help but turn to ethicists who are concerned
with problems of the rightness or wrongness of human actions
and choices, including the creation of algorithms that dictate to
machines how they should behave. And ethicists can offer them
some solutions, but none will be perfect, and none promises to
win the universal favor of the entire human population. However,
the ultimate choice rests on the shoulders of researchers and
engineers. Simply put, our ethical positions are inconsistent;
therefore, our recommendations on the ethics of autonomous
intelligent systems and AI platforms will necessarily be incon-
sistent (Bonnefon et al., 2016).

The first task, which is far from easy, that the law will have to
take on is the legal definition of artificial intelligence (European
Commission, 2018). Such a definition is crucial to distinguish

between situations in which the harm has arisen as a result of the
actions of that particular system or, conversely, as a result of
another computer program or product (Scherer, 2016). However,
there is as yet no universally accepted definition of AI. The more
an AI system is autonomous and, therefore, capable of making its
own decisions without the possibility of prediction of such
behavior by its programmers, manufacturers, or others, the more
it is inconceivable that any of them could be held responsible for
such behavior. In other words, it is unfair to hold any person
responsible for harmful outcomes caused by the behavior of
systems over which they had no control. However, such an
argument cannot stand when it is realized that it is the principle
of attributing responsibility to a person for a particular harmful
result that is at the heart of the institution of strict liability, which
has proved to be fundamental in law. At the same time, it is
important to bear in mind the fundamental legal principle that
the infliction of a harmful consequence as a result of an act
(whether in this case the programming of an algorithm, launch-
ing an AI system, or, for example, a defective command to an AI
by a particular person) always requires compensation. Accepting
the idea that no person is responsible for the actions of an AI is,
therefore, unthinkable (Hyatt and Paukert, 2018; Vladeck, 2014;
Wein, 1992).

A possible solution to the question of responsibility for the AI’s
actions is to attribute responsibility to the AI itself. However, such
a solution would require that AI systems be granted legal per-
sonality, making them the third type of person alongside natural
and legal persons. The status of electronic personality then comes
with recommendations and guidelines for possible future reg-
ulation of liability for damages caused by robots (Delcker, 2018;
Hauser, 2017). In the long term, it proposes considering the
introduction of a “special legal status for robots […] so that at
least the most complex autonomous robots can have the status of
an electronic person liable for damages caused by them and the
possible use of an electronic person in cases where robots make
autonomous decisions or are otherwise independently in contact
with third parties”. The proposal of electronic personhood has
generated a lot of controversies because it contains a number of
ambiguities and potential controversies. Nevertheless, the elec-
tronic person is a highly revolutionary proposal, which is
accompanied by many as yet unanswered questions and which, if
it is to be reflected in the current law, will thus be seen only in the
more distant future. It will, therefore, have to be determined at
the present time which of the persons involved in the “life” of the
artificial intelligence, be it the manufacturer, the programmer, or
the end-user can be regarded as the most appropriate person to
impute the obligation to compensate for damage caused by the
artificial intelligence system in situations where the artificial
intelligence acts completely autonomously and, therefore,
unpredictably for humans.

Statistics show that 9 out of 10 serious accidents on the road
today are caused by human error. The World Health Organiza-
tion adds that around 1.3 million people die each year as a result
of road accidents (WHO, 2010). Autonomous cars represent an
opportunity to improve these statistics and almost eradicate road
accidents over time and reduce traffic collapses, improve the
overall mobility of the population, and increase their productivity.
However, even a computer or AI software or algorithm is not
infallible, and accidents will continue to occur (especially in the
early stages of development) even with autonomous cars. How-
ever, who will be liable for damages when a car is equipped with
AI but is not yet fully autonomous and needs to be controlled by
the driver? Moreover, who will be liable when no control is
needed? Answers to these questions need to be found as soon as
possible, as autonomous cars are likely to be among the first
mass-marketed and used products fully controlled by AI. One of
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the main issues that could hinder the development of autono-
mous vehicles is the complexity of determining liability for
damage caused by an autonomous robot, platform, or AI algo-
rithm (Garza, 2012). Indeed, at present, traditional rules for
determining liability for damage caused by robots capable of
making autonomous decisions cannot be applied to such robots
because in this particular situation it would be “impossible to
determine the party that should provide compensation and
repairs the damage caused by the robot”.

In this context, the car manufacturer would certainly equip
autonomous cars with a system that would recognize whether the
driver has taken the wheel or whether the car is being driven by
artificial intelligence, and this would determine who is liable for
the damage in each situation. In summary, there are three pos-
sible solutions for cars using fully or partially autonomous sys-
tems. In the case of cars that have recently been the subject of
frequent headlines, i.e. cars capable of a certain degree of
autonomous driving or cars that are only capable of maintaining
a constant speed, for example, the legal system is content with the
existing rules on liability for damage arising from the operation of
vehicles (except in the rare case where the system does not give
the driver time to react). The decisive fact here is the driver’s
obligation to exercise constant control over the system perform-
ing the driving. In the event that an accident occurs as a result of
a programmer error, and, therefore, a faulty algorithm and the
driver was not obliged to prevent the accident (was not obliged to
monitor the steering or had no chance of averting the accident) or
in any other way did not violate the rules for the operation of
such a car (did not neglect safety precautions), the provision on
liability for damage caused by a product defect can be used. In the
remaining cases, where the maneuver of the car leading to the
damage cannot be classified as a defect due to the full autonomy
of the system, the introduction of strict civil liability for the car
manufacturer or, jointly and severally, for the manufacturer of the
AI system is the optimal solution (Paukert, 2018). However, it
should be remembered that cars requiring this third modification
are still not on our roads, and it is still a question of when this will
actually happen.

However, the business model for autonomous cars remains
largely unknown. Will you buy an autonomous car or share it?
You will call an autonomous Uber and pay for the kilometers
traveled. The question to be answered is as follows. So where do
machines and platforms equipped with advanced AI algorithms
get some approximation of the values that people would expect
and want to have? I think one possible answer is a technique
called “inverse reinforcement learning. However, the arguments
that many scientists across disciplines claim that robots, com-
puters, machines, and platforms equipped with advanced artificial
intelligence (AI) must be able to make self-autonomous ethical
decisions contain major methodological (Van Wynsberghe and
Robbins, 2018) and conceptual contradictions associated with this
approach.

One of the main benefits of the advent of self-driving cars is a
reduction in accidents and, as a consequence, fewer fatalities and
other injuries. However, it is likely that even the most advanced
autonomous cars will not avoid accidents in the future, and it is
these accidents that raise ethical questions about how the system
should behave at critical moments (Ben-Shahar, 2016; Marchant
and Lindor, 2012; Rejcek, 2017; Smith, 2018). In the case of
accidents involving human-driven cars, situations in which the
driver decides whether, for example, to steer the car off the road
to avoid a collision, or, on the contrary, to brake hard, which may
cause a collision with the following car, are of a sudden reactive
and instinctive nature, in which the will to do harm cannot be
observed. But how is the programmer supposed to set up an
algorithm in advance to determine which harmful situation to

prioritize? In the event of an unavoidable collision, should the car
prioritize the lives of the occupants over those of persons crossing
the street or over the lives of animals? According to the utilitarian
concept, should it always prioritize the situation in which more
lives are saved? When choosing between a collision with a hel-
meted motorcyclist and a non-helmeted motorcyclist, should it
prefer to hit the compliant motorcyclist because he or she is more
likely to survive, or instead punish the non-compliant motorcy-
clist even though he or she is likely to suffer a more serious
injury? Is it fair to sacrifice the life of an old man to save a child?

In order to explore society’s preferences, the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology created the Moral Machine website 3,
which offers visitors a series of model situations and explores how
they would behave in those situations. According to one of the
site’s creators, it is also the largest international ethics study ever
undertaken. The first results of this study, published recently,
show that people prefer the life of a child to that of an adult, for
example, and that the older the person, the more morally
acceptable it is to trade their life for that of a younger person.
Conversely, the study did not produce satisfactory results on the
question of whether a car should prioritize the lives of its occu-
pants or rather the lives of others. In this context, a Mercedes-
Benz representative made a rather controversial statement in
2016 that the company’s cars would primarily protect the life of
the occupants (Morris, 2016). However insensitive this statement
may seem in certain situations, its substance actually has a basis
in research published in the same year. In fact, a group of
researchers found that while people agree with the idea that an
autonomous car should save as many lives as possible, even at the
cost of sacrificing the car’s occupants, this idea falls out of favor
when the occupants are themselves, and they would not buy a car
set up in this way for this reason. The majority of respondents to
this study added that they do not agree that it should be gov-
ernments that provide the way autonomous cars are programmed
according to these utilitarian principles, and would rather have
cars whose programming is not centrally regulated and which can
thus behave in critical situations in any way preset by the
manufacturer.

At the end of 2018, the German government came up with an
action plan that responds to the conclusions of an ethics com-
mission set up by the German Ministry of Transport and Digital
Infrastructure, focusing on the issue of Level 4 and Level 5
autonomous cars. In its study, the Ethics Commission concluded,
among other things, that (a) in the event of an unavoidable
accident, an autonomous system must always prioritize human
life over any other interest, be it the life of an animal or property,
(b) any distinction based on age, gender, physical or mental state,
etc. is unacceptable for the purposes of making decisions to
resolve an unavoidable accident situation, and (c) a general
algorithm setup that prioritizes injuries to fewer people is justi-
fiable (Federal Ministry of Transport and Digital Infastructure,
2017). In its action plan, the German government has committed
to the accelerated development of a legal framework for pro-
gramming self-driving cars based on these principles (Luetge,
2017). Thus, in Germany, which is one of the pioneer countries of
autonomous cars, it is likely to be the government (Burianski and
Theissen, 2017), that will determine the answers to ethical
questions in the end, although this may not be perceived by
society as the most popular solution according to a 2016 study, if
only because the life of the crew is not a priority in all situations
according to this solution. Related to this is the frequently
mentioned and as yet unclear question of whether the way an
autonomous car is programmed should even be communicated to
its occupants in advance. However, even the Action Plan
acknowledges that “dilemma” situations will still need further
analysis. Only in the coming months and years will we see how
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governments, car manufacturers, programmers, and society, in
general, will deal with all these ethical dilemmas.

Conclusion
It turns out that the ability to understand the functioning of
artificial intelligence will be much needed in the near future.
Almost no one who comes into contact with its applications will
be able to do without it. Artificial intelligence is taking over more
and more human activities. The fact that, for the time being, all
the development of technologies that use artificial intelligence
with deep learning remains in the hands of humans and can,
therefore, hopefully, be used to their advantage is crucial for
future developments. We need to believe this and not lose opti-
mism. Eric Schmidt put it well when he opened the AlphaGo
battle with Lee Sedol: “Whatever the outcome, the winner will be
humanity.” However, caution and some doubt are in order. This
is why we need to further develop the field of AI ethics in order to
better prepare and model what possible effects of new phenomena
such as the technological singularity and superintelligence, arti-
ficial consciousness, the interconnection of AI and nano-
technology, the exponential growth of various forms of AI, etc.
will have on the current concept of moral responsibility and on
the concept of Trustworthy AI.
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